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AmadaXtreme Suspension Warranty Activation 
 

Dear Customer, please ensure the following steps are taken to ensure your warranty is 

activated on your AmadaXtreme Suspension: 

 

1. Complete the Fitment Sheet – which is supplied with the suspension 

a. Ensure this document is filled in completely with all required information. 

b. Failure to provide correct information might lead to cancelation, reduced or 

limited warranty on the product 

 

2. This document must be mailed to cobus@amadaxtreme.co.za after the                   

500km / 2 month suspension checkup 

a. Failure to send the Fitment Sheet will lead to cancelation, reduced or 

limited warranty on the product 

 

 

3. Front suspension required to be checked again after 1 year or 25000km  

a. Ensure front shock bottom bush is checked, if required removed and 

inspected and refitted as per AmadaXtreme’s fitment instructions 

 

 
I have read and accept the conditions of warranty. I declare that the maintenance and work requested has being 

explained and quoted to me. The Customer acknowledges that the Company is only responsible for Parts that are 

replaced by the Company and that in the event that other components subsequently fail, the Customer agrees to 

indemnify the Company against any loss or damage to the vehicle, Parts, or caused by the components, or any part 

thereof howsoever arising. The Company shall not be liable for the loss of or damage to the vehicle, its accessories 

or contents while being serviced or being driven in connection with the authorised Works (including in the event of 

a call-out: it shall be the Customer’s responsibility to remain with the vehicle to ensure security of the same), unless 

caused by the negligence of the Company or the Company’s employees. It is the Customer’s responsibility to 

ensure that the vehicle is insured against all possible damage (including, but not limited to, the perils of accident, 

fire, theft and burglary and all other usual risks) whilst stored at the Company’s premises. The vehicle is at all times 

stored and repaired at the Customer’s sole risk. 
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